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Key staff involved in the emergency evacuation policy/procedure
Role

Name(s)

Head of centre

David Wright

Exams officer

Honor Dignan-Roth

SLT members

Nicola White, Jonathon Newby, Hannah Tuna, Seddeer Amran, Sarah
Fowler, Jessica Reynolds

SENCo

Sarah Fowler

Facilities Manager

Donald Wykes
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Purpose of the policy
This policy details how Woodlands School deals with an emergency evacuation of the exam room(s)
by defining staff roles and responsibilities and confirming the emergency evacuation procedure.

When is an emergency evacuation required?
An emergency evacuation is required where it is unsafe for candidates to remain in the exam room.
This might include a fire in the exam room, the fire alarm sounding to warn of fire, bomb alert or
other serious threat.
In exceptional situations, where candidates might be severely disadvantaged or distressed by
remaining in the exam room, the emergency evacuation procedure may also need to be followed.
This might include situations where there is severe disruption in the exam room, serious illness of a
candidate or invigilator or similarly serious incidents.

Emergency evacuation of an exam room
Roles and responsibilities
Head of centre





Ensures the emergency evacuation policy for exams is fit for purpose and complies with
relevant health and safety regulation.
Ensures any instructions from relevant local or national agencies are referenced and
followed where applicable, including information from the National Counter Terrorism
Security Office on the Procedures for handling bomb threats (link Below – Please also
see appendix 1).
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bomb-threats-guidance/procedures-forhandling-bomb-threats
Where safe to do so, ensures candidates are given the opportunity to sit exams for their
published duration.

Senior leader


Where responsible for the centre-wide emergency evacuation procedure, ensures all
staff and appointed fire marshals are aware of the policy and procedures to be followed
when an emergency evacuation of an exam room is required.

Special educational needs coordinator (SENCo)



Ensures appropriate arrangements are in place for the emergency evacuation of a
disabled candidate from an exam room where different procedures or assistance may
need to be provided for the candidate.
Ensures the candidate is informed prior to taking their exams of what will happen in the
event of an emergency evacuation.

Exams Officer




Ensures invigilators are trained in emergency evacuation procedures and how an
incident and actions taken must be recorded.
Ensures candidates are briefed (Candidate exam handbook), prior to exams taking place,
on what will happen in the event of an emergency in the exam room.
Provides invigilators with a copy of the emergency evacuation procedures for every
exam room.
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Provides a standard invigilator announcement for each exam room which includes
appropriate instructions for candidates about emergency procedures and what will
happen if the fire alarm sounds.
Provides an exam room incident log in each exam room.
Liaises with the SENCo and other relevant staff prior to each exam where different
procedures or assistance may need to be provided for a disabled candidate.
Briefs invigilators prior to each exam where different procedures or assistance may need
to be provided for a disabled candidate.
Ensures appropriate follow-up is undertaken after an emergency evacuation reporting
the incident to the awarding body and the actions taken through the special
consideration process where applicable (in cases where a group of candidates have
been disadvantaged by a particular event).

Invigilators





By attending training and/or update sessions, ensure they understand what to do in the
event of an emergency in the exam room.
Follow the actions required in the emergency evacuation procedure issued to them for
every exam room.
Confirm with the exams officer, where different procedures or assistance may need to
be provided for a disabled candidate they are invigilating.
Record details on the exam room incident log to support follow-up reporting to the
awarding body by the exams officer (see below).

Other relevant centre staff


Support the senior leader, SENCo, exams officer and invigilators in ensuring the safe
emergency evacuation of exam rooms.

Recording details
As soon as practically possible and safe to do so, details should be recorded. Details must include:

the actual time of the start of the interruption

the actions taken

the actual time the exam(s) resumed

the actual finishing time(s) of the resumed exam(s)
Further details could include:

report on candidate behaviour throughout the interruption/evacuation

a judgement on the impact on candidates after the interruption/evacuation
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Emergency evacuation procedure
Invigilators are trained in this procedure and understand the actions they must take in the event of a
fire alarm or other emergency that leads to an evacuation of the exam room.

Emergency evacuation procedure
Actions to be taken
(as detailed in the current JCQ Instructions for conducting examinations section 25,
Emergencies)
Stop the candidates from writing
Collect the attendance register (in order to ensure all candidates are present)
Evacuate the examination room in line with the instructions given by the appropriate
authority
Advise candidates to leave all question papers and scripts in the examination room
Candidates should leave the room in silence
Make sure that the candidates are supervised as closely as possible while they are out of the
examination room to make sure there is no discussion about the examination
Make a note of the time of the interruption and how long it lasted
Allow the candidates the full working time set for the examination
If there are only a few candidates, consider the possibility of taking the candidates (with
question papers and scripts) to another place to finish the examination
Make a full report of the incident and of the action taken, and send to the relevant awarding
body
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Appendix 1 – Bomb Threat Guidance
1.

Bomb Threats Guidance
National Counter Terrorism Security Office

1.

Introduction
The vast majority of bomb threats are hoaxes designed to cause alarm and disruption. As well
as the rare instances of valid bomb threats, terrorists may also make hoax bomb threat calls to
intimidate the public, businesses and communities, to draw attention to their cause and to
mislead police. While many bomb threats involve a person-to-person phone call, an increasing
number are sent electronically using email or social media applications.
No matter how ridiculous or implausible the threat may seem, all such communications are a
crime and should be reported to the police by dialling 999.
It is important that potential recipients - either victims or third-parties used to pass the
message - have plans that include how the information is recorded, acted upon and passed to
police.

1.1

The bomb threat message
Bomb threats containing accurate and precise information, and received well in advance of an
actual attack, are rare occurrences. Precise motives for hoaxing are difficult to determine but
may include revenge, extortion, a desire to impress, or a combination of these and other less
understandable motives. The vast majority of cases are hoaxes and the intent is social
engineering, to cause disruption, fear and/or inconvenience the victim.

1.2

Communication of the threat
A bomb threat can be communicated in a number of different ways. The threat is likely to be
made in person over the telephone; however, it may also be a recorded message,
communicated in written form, delivered face-to-face or, increasingly, sent by email or social
media (e.g. Twitter or Instagram, etc.). A threat may be communicated via a third-party, i.e. a
person or organisation unrelated to the intended victim and identified only to pass the
message.

1.3

Immediate steps if you receive a bomb threat communication
Any member of staff with a direct telephone line, mobile phone, computer or tablet etc., could
conceivably receive a bomb threat. Such staff should, therefore, understand the actions
required of them as the potential first response to a threat message.
If you receive a telephone threat you should:

stay calm and listen carefully

have immediate access to a checklist on key information that should be recorded (see
bomb threat checklist - attached)

if practical, keep the caller talking and alert a colleague to dial 999

if displayed on your phone, note the number of the caller, otherwise, dial 1471 to obtain
the number once the call has ended

if the threat is a recorded message write down as much detail as possible

If the threat is received via text message do not reply to, forward or delete the message.
Note the number of the sender and follow police advice

Know who to contact in your organisation upon receipt of the threat, e.g. building
security/senior manager. They will need to make an assessment of the threat.
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If the threat is delivered face-to-face:


try to remember as many distinguishing characteristics of the threat-maker as possible.

If discovered in a written note, letter or as graffiti:


treat as police evidence and stop other people touching the item

If the threat is received via email or social media application:




do not reply to, forward or delete the message
note the sender’s email address or username/user ID for social media applications
preserve all web log files for your organisation to help the police investigation (as a
guide, 7 days prior to the threat message and 48 hours after).

REMEMBER Dial 999 and follow police advice. Seek advice from the venue
security/operations manager as soon as possible
1.4

Assessing the credibility of bomb threats
Evaluating the credibility of a threat is a critical task, particularly if the attack being threatened
is imminent. This is a tactic used to place additional pressure on decision makers. Police will
assess the threat at the earliest opportunity. When specific intelligence is known to police,
advice will be issued accordingly; however, in the absence of detailed information, it will be
necessary to consider a number of factors:
is the threat part of a series? If so, what has happened elsewhere or previously?

can the location of the claimed bomb(s) be known with precision? If so, is a bomb visible
at the location identified?

considering the hoaxer’s desire to influence behaviour, is there any reason to believe
their words?

if the threat is imprecise, could an external evacuation inadvertently move people closer
to the hazard?

is a suspicious device visible?

1.5

Actions to consider
Responsibility for the initial decision making remains with the management of the location
being threatened. Do not delay your decision making process waiting for the arrival of police.
Police will assess the credibility of the threat at the earliest opportunity. All bomb threats
should be reported to the police and their subsequent advice followed accordingly. It is
essential that appropriate plans exist, they should be event and location specific. Venue
options to manage the risk include:-

External evacuation
Leaving the venue will be appropriate when directed by police and/or it is reasonable to assume the
threat is credible, and when evacuation will move people towards a safer location.
It is important to appoint people, familiar with evacuation points and assembly (rendezvous) points,
to act as marshals and assist with this procedure. At least two assembly points should be identified in
opposing directions, and at least 500 metres from the suspicious item, incident or location. Where
possible the assembly point should not be a car park. You may wish to seek specialist advice, which
can help to identify suitable assembly points and alternative options as part of your planning. It is
essential that evacuation plans exist; they should be event and location specific. Evacuation
procedures should also put adequate steps in place to ensure no one else enters the area once an
evacuation has been initiated.
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The police will establish cordons depending upon the size of an identified suspect device. Always
follow police directions and avoid assembly close to a police cordon.

Internal or inwards evacuation (‘invacuation’)
There are occasions when it is safer to remain inside. Staying in your venue and moving people away
from external windows/walls is relevant when it is known that a bomb is not within or immediately
adjacent to your building.
If the suspect device is outside your venue, people may be exposed to greater danger if the
evacuation route inadvertently takes them past the device. A safer alternative may be the use of
internal protected spaces. This type of inwards evacuation needs significant pre-planning and may
benefit from expert advice to help identify an internal safe area within your building. These locations
should be in your plans.
If the location of the device threatened is unknown, evacuation represents a credible and justifiable
course of action.

Decision not to evacuate or inwardly evacuate
This will be reasonable and proportionate if, after an evaluation by the relevant manager(s), the
threat is deemed implausible (e.g. a deliberate hoax). In such circumstances police may provide
additional advice and guidance relating to other risk management options. It may be considered
desirable to ask staff familiar with the venue to check their immediate surroundings to identify
anything out of place, see search considerations below.

Checking your venue for suspicious items - Search considerations
Regular searches of your establishment, proportionate to the risks faced, will enhance a good
security culture and reduce the risk of a suspicious item being placed or remaining unnoticed for long
periods. Additionally, if you receive a bomb threat and depending upon how credible it is, you may
decide to conduct a ‘search’ for suspicious items. To that end:

ensure plans are in place to carry out an effective search in response to a bomb threat

identify who in your venue will coordinate and take responsibility for conducting
searches

initiate a search by messaging over a public address system (coded messages avoid
unnecessary disruption and alarm), by text message, personal radio or by telephone
cascade

divide your venue into areas of a manageable size for 1 or 2 searchers. Ideally staff
should follow a search plan and search in pairs to ensure nothing is missed

ensure those conducting searches are familiar with their areas of responsibility. Those
who regularly work in an area are best placed to spot unusual or suspicious items

focus on areas that are open to the public; enclosed areas (e.g. cloakrooms, stairs,
corridors, lifts etc.) evacuation routes and assembly points, car parks, other external
areas such as goods or loading bays

develop appropriate techniques for staff to be able to routinely search public areas
without alarming any visitors or customers present

under no circumstances should any suspicious item be touched or moved in any way.
Immediately start evacuation and dial 999

ensure all visitors know who to report a suspicious item to and have the confidence to
report suspicious behaviour.
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Remember: it is vital that regular drills are carried out to ensure all are familiar with bomb threat
procedures, routes and rendezvous points. Disabled staff should have personal evacuation plans and
be individually briefed on their evacuation procedures. Similarly all visitors should be briefed on
evacuation procedures and quickly identified and assisted in the event of a threat.
Familiarising through testing and exercising will increase the likelihood of an effective response to an
evacuation and aid the decision making process when not to evacuate/invacuate.

1.6

Media and communication
Avoid revealing details about specific incidents to the media or through social media without
prior consultation with police. Do not provide details of the threat, the decision making
process relating to evacuation (internal or external) or why a decision not to evacuate was
taken.
Releasing details of the circumstances may:

be an objective of the hoaxer and provide them with a perceived credibility

cause unnecessary alarm to others

be used by those planning to target other venues

elicit copycat incidents

adversely affect the subsequent police investigation

For further information visit www.nactso.gov.uk or www.cpni.gov.uk

Signed:________________
Head Teacher

Signed:________________
Chair of Governors

December 2018
Dated:__________________

December 2018
Dated:__________________

Updated: October 2018
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